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For today's environmental ethics it is essential to overcome the Cartesian mechanical view, because it's the cause of many actual environmental problems. Therefore a new idea of nature is in need, which is meant to indicate, how humans and nature can coexist in harmony.

A view of nature in its wholeness (Natur als Ganzes) is contradictory to the Cartesian mechanical perspective. But this view is the key to solve those environmental problems. J. W. v. Goethe and Arthur Schopenhauer are representatives of this view. This article examines the problems of thinking nature in its entirety by a philosophical comparison and interpretation of Goethe's and Schopenhauer's thoughts on nature.
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Abstract

This article examines the characters of indigenous labours in South Africa and the State of Israel and their effects upon the peace processes in the two states. Both states have been built as European settler colonial states and implemented legal dualism against indigenous populations. SA and SoI experienced quite similar path in 80s and the first half of 90s. Both states attacked neighbouring states, faced huge resistances and economic crises, then had to adopt neoliberal economic reforms and start peace negotiations with major liberation forces, and announced reconciliations and new regimes. But the results bifurcated.

In the economic reforms that started from the middle of 80s, SA needed more skilled and educated African labour, but for SoI, WBGS Palestinian labour was not indispensable. SA needed to increase the number of such workers and stabilise their status to improve productivity, but on the other hand, WBGS Palestinian's role in SoI remained unskilled worker, and Israeli economic reform was knowledge intensive and had nothing to do with Palestinians. This suggests that the difference in the demands for indigenous labour affected the directions of indigenous policy, and thus racial regime shifts.
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